Unit-delay focusing architecture and integrated-circuit implementation for high-frequency ultrasound.
High-frequency ultrasound (above 10 MHz) has been used successfully in many medical applications, including eye, skin, gastrointestinal, intravascular, and Doppler flow imaging. Most of these applications use single-element transducers, thereby imposing a tradeoff between resolution and depth of field. Fabrication difficulties and the need for high-speed electronic beamformers have prevented widespread use of arrays at high frequencies. In this paper, a unit-delay focusing architecture suitable for use with high-frequency ultrasound annular arrays is described. It uses a collection of identical, active delay cells that may be simultaneously varied to accomplish focusing. Results are presented for an analog integrated circuit intended for use with a five-element, 50-MHz planar annular array. Focusing is possible over an axial range for which the ratio of maximum to minimum f-number is 2.1. Unit-delay architectures also are described for curved annular arrays and linear arrays.